Addenda & Corrigenda to CIMAGL 67, 68, 70

For previous lists of addenda & corrigenda, see CIMAGL 57, 59, 68.

Conventions:
126.3 Page 126, line 3 from top.
126.-3 Page 126, line 3 from bottom
126 n.2 Page 126, note 2
a → b For ‘a’ read ‘b’

CIMAGL 67 (1997)

CIMAGL 68 (1998)
161 n1 terminum → terminum
183 n2 delete *check*

CIMAGL 70 (1999)
259.10 quam potest habere → quam possunt habere or quae potest haber (conjectural emendation)
264.-3 dissentio → dissensio
284.-10 quaequumque → quaequumque
287.-11 omni substantia → omni substantiae
306.15 <<<***>>> → <<<***>>>
322.-13 prae dicantum → prae dicamentum
323.-12 magnum et parvum cont → magnum et parvum sunt
327.-1 the large blank space between quale and alii should be replaced with a single blank to mark word division.
329.18 Ptet → Patet
331.-5 ‘sedere’ → ‘iacere’ (conjectural emendation)
333.14 efficentis → efficientis
334.-14 ines → inest
350.8 etuan → etiam
369.-8 idciro → idcirco
375.-11 pasio → passio
382.4 irrationele → irrationale
382.-13 quadupliciter → quadrupliciter
413.3 moderni: Cf. ms Berlin 2° 624: 87rB: “Dicit m(agister) P(etrus): quando de ovo fit animal, tunc ovum non corruptitur sed melioratur, quia corruptio est egressus a digniori statu ad indignorem, ut quando de carne fit putredo.”
422.20 accidenta → accidentia
Recent Publications from Copenhagen

*Corpus Philosoporum Danicorum Medii Aevi:*

**XII.** Nicolai Druken de Dacia *Opera.* Copenhagen 1997. Contains:
- *Quaestiones supra librum Priorum*, ed. N.J. Green-Pedersen
- *Tractatus de Suppositionibus*, ed. S. Ebbesen

**XIII.** Thuois de Vibergia *Opera.* Copenhagen 1998. Contains:
- *Disputata Metaphysicae*, ed. A. Tabarroni
- *De pluralitate formarum*, ed. S. Ebbesen

Each volume: DKK 300 (VAT not included).

Order from C.A. Reizels Forlag (see address below)

---

*Medieval Analyses in Language and Cognition*
ed. S. Ebbesen & R.L. Friedman

The Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters, Historisk-filosofiske Meddelelser 77, Copenhagen 1999.

With contributions by:

DKK 380 (VAT not included)

Mail orders to:

C.A. Reitzels Forlag
Nørregade 20
DK- 1165 Copenhagen K
Denmark
Renaissance Readings of the Corpus Aristotelicum.  
Papers from the Conference held in Copenhagen, April 23-25 1998,  
ed. Marianne Pade, Renæsancestudier 9,  
Museum Tusculanum Press, Copenhagen 2001,

contains thirteen articles in which the authors discuss the changing interpretations of Aristotle's works and his influence in various disciplines, from Dante and until the seventeenth century:

Gert SØRENSEN, The Reception of the Political Aristotle in the Late Middle Ages (from Brunetto Latini to Dante Alighieri). Hypotheses and Suggestions
David A. LINES, Ethics as Philology: A Developing Approach to Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics in Florentine Humanism
Marianne MARCUSSEN, Aristotle and Perspective in the Early Italian Renaissance
John MONFASANI, Greek and Latin Learning in Theodore Gaza’s Antirrheticon
Eckhard KEBLER, Metaphysics or Empirical Science? The two Faces of Aristotelian Natural Philosophy in the Sixteenth Century
Heikki MIKKELI, The Aristotelian Classification of Knowledge in the Early Sixteenth Century
Cesare VASOLI, Giovan Francesco Pico e i presupposti della sua critica ad Aristotele
Olaf PLUTA, The Transformations of Alexander of Aphrodisias’ Interpretation of Aristotle’s Theory of the Soul
Peter WAGNER, Renaissance Readings of the Corpus Aristotelicum - not Among the Herbalists
Kristian JENSEN, Description, Division, Definition - Cæsalpinus and the study of plants as an independent discipline
Sten EBBESEN, Caspar Bartholin
Antonis FYRIGOS, Joannes Cottunios di Verria e il neoaristotelismo padovano
Bo LINDBERG, Political Aristotelianism in the Seventeenth Century

Museum Tusculanum Press (http://www.mtp.dk), Dkr. 275, £28, $36, Ffr. 275
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